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Simple Pleasures
DIVE INTO NAPA VALLEY
WITH ALEXIS TRAINA AND FAMILY
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Who’s who behind the scenes of this issue, plus their favorite California places

Gil Schafer
“California has a kind of mythic quality—
at least for an East Coaster like me,” says
architect Gil Schafer, who transformed a
former YWCA campsite into a family home
in“High Camp,” p.68. “Your approach
to life is just different, and I think this
contributes to the state’s reputation as a kind
of ‘promised land’ within the American
experience.” His new tome, A Place to Call
Home (Rizzoli New York, $55), is slated for
a September release. C SPOTS • March
in San Francisco, where everything for the
kitchen and table is beautiful and inspiring
• JF Chen’s shop in L.A., a spot with an
unrivaled variety of antiques • The Tower
Bar—the one room in L.A. that feels the
most like New York

Richard Powers
“I’ve always said that if I were to live
in the U.S., I would choose California,”
says Richard Powers, the British-born
photographer and French Riviera resident
who lensed “Open Ended,” p.50. Powers has
been capturing interiors since the 1990s, and
his images have appeared in Elle Decoration,
The Sunday Times and Home & Gardens.
C SPOTS • Laguna Beach House, a kind
of funky old motel glitzed up with surf
memorabilia • Wild combinations of Japanese
cuisine at the friendly and cozy 242 Cafe
Fusion Sushi • OceanView Bar & Grill, where
I like to watch the sunset with a spritzer

Suzanne
Rheinstein
After living in New Orleans, Washington,
D.C., New York and L.A., Suzanne
Rheinstein has a well of inspiration
to pull from when she begins a new
project, like the 1920s Italian-style Bel
Air home captured in “Collage,” p.82.
The internationally renowned designer is
also the proprietor of Hollyhock in West
Hollywood, a showroom that has drawn
the design elite for more than 25 years.
C SPOTS • DTLA—a day of galleries or
museums or a visit to The Last Bookstore
• Los Angeles Conservancy—I love the
many docent-led tours of downtown
buildings and neighborhoods • L.A.
Opera performances at The Theatre at
Ace Hotel…this year its Cocteau’s film
La Belle et La Bête
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Oliver M. Furth
“I first met Brooke Kanter almost 20
years ago, when we were both working
at Christie’s auction house,” says Oliver
M. Furth, who’s behind the aesthetic of
Kanter’s Beverly Hills home in “Display
of Affection,” p.76. “Designing her home,
and now having it appear in these pages,
is a great full-circle moment for us!”
Chair emeritus of LACMA’s Decorative
Arts and Design Council, Furth is also
co-founder of a roving experimental
gallery with partner Sean Yashar, called
Furth Yashar &. C SPOTS • Ritz Cleaners
on Larchmont Boulevard. Raj and his
family take great care of me and my
white shirts • South Willard in L.A. for
bowls and pots by some of California’s
best potters • Beverly Hills Juice—I love
an apple-mint-coconut shake

Ohara DaviesGaetano
Hailing from a family of artists, Laguna
Beach-based Ohara Davies-Gaetano has
an innate touch for interior design. Her
expertise in transformative makeovers is
on full display in the Newport Coast abode
showcased on p.50, “Open Ended.” DaviesGaetano lauds the story’s photographer,
Richard Powers, for capturing “the essence
and the vitality of the design beautifully.”
C SPOTS • Nick’s Cove in Marshall, where
they have darling cottages to rent • Hiking
the hills of Laguna Beach—the perspective
of the coastline is just stunning • Redd in
Yountville—the food never disappoints and
the wine pairings are spot on

SCHAFER: ERIC PIASECKI. POWERS: DANIELLE MILLER. RHEINSTEIN: RACHEL HUDGINS. FURTH: STEPHEN BUSKEN.
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GIL SCHAFER TRANSFORMS
A FORMER YWCA INTO AN
ECLECTIC-CHIC FAMILY HOME
IN MILL VALLEY
KERSTIN CZARRA
Photography by ERIC PIASECKI
Written by

HIGH CAMP

The house’s main
level once stood on
stilts. Architect GIL
SCHAFER infilled the
space beneath it. The
lush old trees give
the home a feeling of
living in a tree house.
FREDERIKA MOLLER
designed the garden.

Clockwise from left: A playful Americana mix of vintage flags,
a rope mirror and a tin matchstick holder. BLYTHE HARRIS and
her daughter, OLIVE. The playroom connects to Olive’s bedroom via a child-size door. The Harris family outdoors.

What do a New York architect, an English
decorator and a San Francisco power couple have in common? A ramshackle of a
19th-century two-building summer campsite reimagined as a home with character,
cozy charm and history.
It’s an unlikely project in every way.
First, the homeowners, Mark and Blythe
Harris, were adamantly opposed to the
house when they originally saw it. With a
toddler and another baby on the way plus
busy careers—Mark is the co-founder and
chairman of Axiom and Blythe is the chief
creative officer of the jewelry and accessories brand Stella & Dot—they couldn’t
entertain a big project.
Until a few nights later. “I had a dream
about it, and Blythe woke at 3 a.m. to my
pacing at the foot of the bed,” says Mark.
“I said, ‘We have to buy that house.’”
Despite the work, the place had an
allure the couple couldn’t ignore. So they
set off to find the team that could realize its potential. That turned out to be

Above: Designer RITA
KONIG painted the
family room a cheerful
robin’s-egg blue and
curated an eclectic mix,
including a GEORGE
SHERLOCK sofa, antique
armchairs and artwork
by SAM McEWEN and
HUGO GUINNESS.
French doors lead to the
garden and fill the cozy
room with light. Left:
Olive and her brother,
FREDDIE, lounge on a
sofa with Stuart tartan
pillows, beneath a wall
of family photographs.
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A low bookcase in the entry runs the length of the room
and fills in for a hall table. Konig dressed the casement
windows in irregular matchstick shades. Konig also found
the antique bench. The house is finished almost completely
in mismatched, individually selected reclaimed boards.

architect Gil Schafer and interior designer
Rita Konig.
While the New York-based Schafer is
renowned more for manor homes and
horse farms, he too had a visceral connection to the space. “As a kid, we had
a beach house in Carpinteria,” he says.
“This house had that same magical California cottagey feel. I knew I had to do it.”
As for Konig, the Harrises were already
fans of the designer’s work and loved her
editorial eye. “She creates [spaces] that
feel lived in, not ‘done,’” says Blythe.
The initial step was to unite the rambling structures on a small, steep lot into
a cohesive, functional family space. California’s rigid zoning codes posed an additional challenge. The solution came in
thinking down, not out. Since the entire
house stood on stilts, Schafer used the
space under the home to create a new
floor of rooms.
There was also no interior staircase, so
the architect created a large landing and
back stairs to resemble an outside porch
that had been glassed in at some point.
Through the major structural changes,
Schafer was determined to retain the rusticity. “We needed to fix it structurally,
but if you make it perfect, you lose all of
the magic,” he says.
The couple was thrilled with the nostalgic vibe he retained. “Mark and I grew
up going to old camps and wanted to reinterpret that sensibility,” says Blythe. “Our
inspiration was a mix of a classic American camp and a Scottish hunting lodge.”
Konig was also key in bringing their
vision to life. “They really like things with
age,” says the interior designer. “That is
unusual for most American clients, who
usually like everything crisp and shiny.
We had the same aesthetic from the start.”
The dynamic between designer and
architect worked instantly. “Gil is a rare
breed,” says Konig. “It was a true collaboration. And I knew everything he did
would be done beautifully.”
Schafer can’t overstate what Konig
brought to the interiors. “Rita created a
design that is funky but not dowdy—
relaxed and unbuttoned yet with an unmistakable elegance and panache,” he says.
Mark and Blythe were passionate in
every detail, working with Schafer and
Konig to preserve and recapture timeworn, well-loved elements like casement
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The kitchen’s cupola draws in beams
of light. Schafer enlarged the original
space and finished it with plain boards,
white paint and unadorned cabinetry
and hardware. The blue pendant is a
find from London. Opposite, clockwise
from top: Schafer added an interior
staircase and surrounded it like an old
porch enclosed with glass. Stools by
JULIAN CHICHESTER line a vintage
bar. The cane chair, a flea-market find,
has cushions covered in JOSEF FRANK
linen. The floor’s checkerboard pattern
is painted using FARROW & BALL’s
Off-Black. The master bedroom has
windows on three sides. The walls
are upholstered in a fabric by RAOUL
TEXTILES. The rug is by LUKE IRWIN.

windows, old wood, aged hardware and
restoration glass. (The couple actually
insisted that the floorboards be irregular
in length and width.)
Konig worked closely with Mark and
Blythe to find furniture and decor rich in

patina and character, giving the space a
casual, collected feel. The mood extends
from the cheerful, robin’s-egg blue family room, complete with reading nook,
to the “snug”—a private bar and den in
the property’s second structure, where

the couple often entertains.
“We wanted the feeling of walking in
the house to feel like you are putting on
your favorite old shirt,” says Blythe. It feels
like we have lived in the house forever. It
has become an extension of our family.” •

